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. Rocks and Minerals. Enjoy our wide range of fun facts and information about different types of
rocks and minerals for TEENs. Learn what rocks and minerals are, . Get information, facts,
photos, news, videos, and more about rocks from National Geographic.rock aggregation of solid
matter composed of one or more of the minerals. Encyclopedia.com -- Online dictionary and
encyclopedia of facts, information, and . Other Facts & Examples. SEDIMENTARY. River.
Sedimentary rock is weathered into many pieces of rock and soil which then settles into layers.
The layers are . Rocks Facts: Rocks Facts for TEENs.. Rocks Facts. Rocks Rocks Facts.
Igneous Rocks Facts · Metamorphic Rocks Facts. Marble Facts · Obsidian Rock Facts .
Rocks are made up of one or more minerals. Although different rocks can contain the same
minerals, they are classified based on the way in which they were . Igneous rocks are formed
when molten rock (magma) from within Earth cools and solidifies. There are two types: intrusive
igneous rocks solidify beneath Earth's . TEENs learn about the science of rocks and the rock
cycle.. Metamorphic rocks are often made from other types of rock.. Interesting Facts about
Rocks.A rock is a naturally occurring solid. It is made of minerals (which are crystalline), or other
mineral-like substances. The minerals in the rocks vary, making . There are three main types of
rock—sedimentary, igneous, and metamorphic rock. Each type is produced in different ways.
The oldest rocks on Earth were .
Rocks are all around us. You can see rocks inside your house, in your yard, on your street, on a
country road, everywhere you look. Igneous rock is formed when magma cools and solidifies, it
may do this above or below the Earth's surface. Magma can be forced into rocks, blown out in
volcanic. Rocks and Minerals. Enjoy our wide range of fun facts and information about different
types of rocks and minerals for TEENs. Learn what rocks and minerals are, what.
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cycle.. Metamorphic rocks are often made from other types of rock.. Interesting Facts
about Rocks.A rock is a naturally occurring solid. It is made of minerals (which are
crystalline), or other mineral-like substances. The minerals in the rocks vary, making .
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